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Guaranteed to be absolutely free from Animal Substances or Meat Extracts.
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A Rational Diet made easy.
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Parmentine (purée de pommes 
de terres).

Pâtes Melon.
Pâtes Mignonettes.
Petites Pâtes.
Pois.
Pois et Riz.
Printanier (aux racines potagères).
Riz.
Riz-Crècy.

Post Free, 1/7.
Riz-Julienne.
Roussi.
Sagou.
St. Germain (Pois vert 

jardinière.
Semoule.
Semoule d’Avoine.
Tapioca-Crècy.
T apioca-J ulienne.
Tapioca du Brésil.

à la

EXTRA QUALITY—PRICE 18 PER PACKET. POST FREE, ////.
Potage aux Haricots verts etuves. Potage au Cerfeuil. Potage au Curry.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE ON EACH PACKET.
LEADING FEATURES.—Excellence of Quality. Simplicity and Speed of Preparation. Delicacy of Flavour. Economy.

Of all Grocers a.nd Italian Warehousemen.

Sole Agents for the U.K. & British Colonies
(Canada & Straits Settlements excepted)— COSENZA & CO., 95, WIGMORE STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE.

LONDON, W.
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[fo proclaim obedience to God’s Laws—physical and moral— 
f as the duty of all who call themselves Christians, anil 

a practical remedy for the misery and disease which 
"diets mankind.
jO hasten the coming of the Golden Age when Love, Peace, and

Goodwill shall reign in every human heart, by endeavour- 
ig to promote universal benevolence and philanthropy, and by 
rotesting against all social customs and ideas which hinder its 
ivance, and which violate the spirit of Christ’s teaching, 
fo denounce war, tyranny, injustice, and cruelty, and all that 

is opposed to true Christianity.
to plead the cause of the weak, defenceless, and oppressed. ' 5JTo

U’o advocate the adoption throughout Christendom, of a 
bloodless and natural diet, because the practice of eat
ing the flesh of animals is,

1 st.—A violation of one of the most important Physical 
Laws which govern man’s being, and the cause of a 
large proportion of the disease and depravity with which 
our Race is cursed.

2nd.—A transgression against Moral Law, Benevolence and 
Mercy, as it involves the shedding of rivers of blood, 
and the infliction of an appalling amount of cruelty 
which is totally unnecessary.
proclaim a gospel of health, happiness, purity, and 

plenty.
pie Members of The Order are pledged to seek the attainment of these objects by daily example and personal influence. They 

are divided into two classes—Companions and Associates—the former being abstainers from flesh, fish, and fowl, as food; the 
tter from flesh and fowl only.
he minimum Annual Subscription is Two Shillings and Sixpence, which entitles each Member to receive a copy of the Official Journal, post free 

and also of all Pamphlets and Leaflets which are published.

oluntary Workers are wanted in every Country and in every Town to become imbued with the ideas and spirit of 
The Order, and to form Local centres of influence and aggressive work.

he Registrar will forward a Copy of the Prospectus and Rules, and a Form of Application for Membership, if requested, together with any 
information that may be desired.

'he Order already has Representative Members in nineteen Countries and Colonies, but others are wanted in all parts of the world, and 
kindred spirits who share its convictions are invited to help in proclaiming Practical Truth and promoting Reform. All Members render their 

rvices on behalf of the Cause, gratuitously, and any profit which may eventually arise from the sale of its publications will be devoted to the work, 
rd not to benefit any individual person in a pecuniary sense. It is therefore hoped that all Members and Friends, at home and abroad, will 
1 what they can, to scatter far and wide the good seed which The Order is seeking to sow, by lending or circulating “ The Herald ” and 
her Pamphlets at their own cost, and by inducing others to buy them.

'lie expenditure incurred in supplying the literature of The Order gratuitously to Public Reading Rooms and other Institutions, and also 
of sending the same judiciously to thoughtful and influential persons throughout the world, is met by the voluntary contributions of 

embers and Friends. The exteut to which the Executive Council are thus enabled to influence contemporary thought necessarily depends upon 
le financial co-operation which is rendered them. A great deal is already being done, but much more might be done.
pie Financial Statement of receipts and payments for 1896. audited by a Chartered Accountant, will be supplied gratis on application.

The Official Publications can be obtained upon application as follows, viz.:—
mdon :—MARSHALL, RUSSELL & Co., Ltd., Panyer Alley, Paternoster Row. 
trier:—THE REGISTRAR OF THE ORDER, 15, St James’ Road.
'duty. New South Wales Mr. F. C. NEWCOMBE, Y.M.C.A., Sydney, N.S.W. 
nited States .—The Vegetarian Society, 310, Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

The Purdy Publishing Co..McVicker’s Theatre Buildings, Chicago. 
The World's Advance Thought Office, Portland, Oregon.
The National Hygienic Institute. Masonic Temple, Chicago. 

ontrcal. Canada :—Dr B. W. A. MacBEAN. 390, Mountain St., Montreal.
THE IRISH VEGETARIAN UNION, 29, High Street. Belfast.

2 s mania :—Miss INNES, Narracoopa, Franklin.

Calcutta, India •—Dr. D. N. BANERJEE, 2, Marcus Square North, Calcutta, 
Scotland1.—The Scottish Vegetarian Society, 6, Jamaica St., Glasgow. 
Pengal ?—Mr. N. C. MITTER, Chuora, Sarun.
Warsaw, Poland -.—Dr, JOZEF DRZEWEICKI, 46, Nowy Swiat, Warsaw. 
New Zealand :—Mr. E. C. REYNOLDS, Bank of New Zealand, Wellington. 
Jamaica :—HERR. G. PENTZKE, Newport P.O., Jamaica, W.I.
Manchester —The Vegetarian Society, 9, Peter Street.
Denmark —HERR VON LEUNBACH, 8, Korsgade, Copenhagen.
Jersty Mr. J. H. WILKINSON, La Maisonnette. Le Hocq, Jersey.
Spain.—SENOR J. OBIOLS AMIGO, 55, Alta, S. Pedro, Barcelona.
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3£tong centuries ago the spiritual exercises of Prayer and 
Fasting were joined together by God, but in this 
enlightened age »ui; has put them asunder, and 

whilst we hear a good deal about the former in religious 
circles, it is not often that the latter is even mentioned, 
much less practiced, in pulpit or pew.

Whether this divorce has proved beneficial, or not, may 
be a matter of individual opinion, but one thing is certain— 
that the followers of Christ are unable at the present time 
to do many of the works which He said His disciples 
should do, Numerous devils possess and afflict human 
hearts, and the inarticulate cry of the Church concerning 
them, is—why cannot we cast them out? It is just possible 
that many forms of evil—like the one which gave occasion 
for the great utterance of the Master—are only to be exor
cised “ by prayer and fasting.”

It may be urged that fasting has been over-done in some 
monastic and ascetic communities, and has therefore justly 
and not without cause, fallen into disrepute. But this is no 
reason why it should be neglected altogether. The valuable 
aid which Art and Music can render to the cause of 
Religion was, to a great extent, banished from Protestant 
places of worship when the Reformation took place, but 
it is evident that the carrying of the spirit of reform to 
such an extreme, as to “ boycott ” almost entirely these 
valuable auxiliaries, was a serious mistake which is now 
beginning to be generally realised.

b'asting, when carried out in moderation and in accor
dance with hygienic common-sense, is an exercise which is 
extremely beneficial, both to soul and body. Nine Doctors 
out of ten will admit that the majority of the people in 
Christendom are addicted to the habit of over-eating, and 
probably the most valuable prescription ever given by a 
physician was that of Dr. Abernethy, when he wrote “Live 
on sixpence a day, and earn it.”

It is, however, the spiritual benefits of fasting which 
specially need to be better understood, for the great American 
Preacher who said, “ Many a man might answer his own 
prayers by eating less butcher’s meat,” revealed a fertile 
cause of earthly-mindedness, ill temper, and unholy passion 
—these evils often being the result, not only of the ex
cess of butcher’s meat, but of other forms of erroneous 
diet. We would, therefore, invite all who desire to climb 
to heights of spiritual and intellectual attainment to make 
a regular practice of fasting for, say one day a week, or 
fortnight, or month—the interval depending upon the consti
tution and personal physique.

The seers of the world, the prophets, the magicians, 
and the great reformers, as well as the centenarians who 
have adorned the pages of history, have, as a rule, been 
men who were known for their abstemiousness and their 
practice of fasting, and there can be little doubt that we 
shall derive benefit in many ways if we follow in this 
respect their example, whilst endeavouring to tread in their 
footsteps. Let us then strive to lay aside every weight—not ex
cepting superfluity of nutritious aliment and excessive adipose 
tissue—for thus may we remove hindrances to the operation 
of Divine influence within us, and shake off many temp
tations which constantly beset us.

We may become masters of self and circumstance, and 
develop the spiritual capacities which lie dormant within 
us. We may demonstrate that we are not only created after 
the likeness of the Divine, but are manifestly and truly “sons 
of God”—whose chief business in life is to do our Fathers 
Will, and to further His benevolent purposes towards the 
World in which we live. We may live the Divine Life 
and do the works of Him who revealed to us the.wondrous 
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I [O THE HERALD OF THE GOLDEN AGE

possibilities which lie before us as children of the Living 
God.

This is a prospect which should inspire us with longing, 
and cause us to regard such acts of self-discipline as 
occasional fasting, as being very trifling indeed, when con
sidered in relation to the great end in view. Let us then 
press forward with holy courage to the great prize which 
we may all win if we covet it with a supreme desire !

ILLUMINATION-

J think when God makes His presence felt through us, we are 
like the burning bush: Moses never took any heed what 

sort of bush it was—he only saw the brightness of the Lord. 
—George Eliot.

SONGS OF THE DAY DAWN.
No. 2.

gee, the light at last is breaking 
Grey is changing into gold,

And the world is slowly waking
From a sleep of centuries old!

Many watchers have grown weary
Striving with the reign of wrong,

Saddened by the prospect dreary,
On their lips— “O Lord how long?”

Not for them the dawning splendour ;
Theirs the toiling through the night, 

Sacrifice and self surrender,
Suffering nobly for the right.

Yet perchance in higher places
Still they watch, but not in vain;

Fuller light upon their faces, 
Farther vision they may gain.

We who see the day uprising
Have a noble part to bear;

O may we, the privilege prizing,
By our deeds our zeal declare;

Working for the world’s salvation
From the evils man hath wrought;

Waging war till every nation
Be within Christ’s kingdom brought !

So the glorious Sun ascending
Darkness shall depart for aye;

Light and Love that know no ending 
Shine until the Perfect Day!

Henry Brice.

OUR FUTURE DWELLING PLACES.

We are all making in our to-days the memories of our to
morrows. Whether these shall be pleasant or painful to 

contemplate depends upon whether we are living well or ill. 
Memory writes down everything where we shall be compelled to 
see it perpetually. There have been authors who in their last 
days would have given worlds to get back the words they had 
written. There have been men and women who would have 
given their right hands to blot out the memories of certain 
passages in their lives, certain acts done, certain words sent 
forth to scatter sin or sorrow7.

There have been artists whose eyes looked in old age upon 
the pictures they had painted, finding rare pleasure in the con
templation of the lovely things they had made ; and there are 
hearts that are picture galleries, filled with the memories of lives 
of sweetness, purity, and unselfishness. We are each preparing 
for ourselves the house our souls must live in, in the years to 
come.—Rev. J. R. Miller, D.D.

“ Except ye become as Little Ghlldren.”
By Harold W. Whiston.

yhat does this becoming “ as little children ” really mean ? 
k/ Of all periods of our existence the most beautiful is that 

of childhood—when the 
little feet have not trodden 
the thorny road of life— 
when the little hands have 
not touched the “ unclean 
thing ”—w’hen the eyes can
not see impurity, or the 
mind grasp unholy thoughts 
—when foul words are un
known to the lips and 
passionate desires to the 
heart—when the sweet 
innocence contrasts so 
powerfully with the con
ventional talk of Society,

and bears a similar comparison as does the glow-worm to the long, 
dark night—when the little life is living free from all formality 
—living in the pure sunshine of happy innocence, untouched by 
everything save the smile of the Eternal Father.

Take such a child, its thoughts, its ways, its ideas ; and con
trast it with a man of the world, his thoughts, his ways, his ideas, 
and so try to realize the deep significance of Christ’s warning, 
and see how great a mistake many a man is making with life. 
Place that child in some drawing room, filled with men and 
women of Society—what a difference! How the sweet innocence 
of the child contrasts with the “ orthodox table talk ” of the 
elders. How' shocked they are when in some unexpected moment, 
the little one tells some family secret which to its pure thoughts 
means no wrong, yet to those grown up conveys some suggestions 
which their own hearts would not like to acknowledge. The 
atmosphere which they breathe jars upon that which childhood 
breathes, and their very conversation is discordant when compared 
with the harmonies of an untainted life.

From the drawing room take the little one amongst animals, 
and notice the gentleness of its nature towards God’s “ four- 
foottd dwellers on the earth or winged children of the air.” Mark 
the contrast between the spirit manifested by the child and that 
of the butcher I The one so gentle, so affectionate and tender 
that he could not •*  hurt or destroy,” the other so indifferent to 
pain and suffering that he can kill without any feeling whatever 
for the creatures whose lives he is constantly taking. Think of 
the many thousands of children to whom the very sight of some 
person or some creature in pain (to say nothing of the horrors of 
the slaughter house) W’ould call forth in them feelings of tenderest 
sympathy; yet, how many men there are to whose sympathy 
such sights would not appeal even in the smallest degree ?

Look at the contrast between the diet of a man who has plenty 
of this world’s goods and that of the child. The latter simple in 
the extreme in what it eats, but the former sitting down to a table 
covered with all kinds of fancy foods made palatable by a well 
paid “chef,” and filling his stomach, often already overladen, with 
various ‘‘portions" from dead animals, all of which have been 
procured under most terribly cruel circumstances. But it doesn’t 
matter! Cruelty doesn’t concern him, he must have his steak 
or cutlet, he must have his pate-de-foie-gras, ox tail or turtle 
soup, lamb’s sweetbreads, and many other similar and far more 
costly productions of murder and the culinary art placed on his 
table. He cannot be bothered with thinking about the sufferings 
of the creature on w’hich he gorges himself.
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Think, too, of the truthful, trusting child and the distrust existing 
among men. The child is full of simple trust and simple 
faith—beautiful to witness. Before the corroding influences of 
the world have settled upon its young life, there is a freshness 
and a sweetness almost angelic, entirely unknown in the ex
periences of older people. There is so little confidence in the 
world that friendship in its noblest sense has become an exceedingly 
rare thing between men. One of the great unwritten laws of life 
to-day is “ Never believe any man, but prove him yourself.” Our 
business life is utterly contemptible, and is as rotten as any system 
well can be—to trust nine out of every ten men to-day in business 
would ruin you ; in fact, in some trades where competition is so 
terribly keen it is impossible to be honest even in the smallest 
transactions if you intend “ to be in it ” at all! Sharpness, dis
trust, and diplomatic quibbling are the essentials fpr a good 
business man, and as a piece of pure white marble stands out 
against a darkened background, so the simple faith and childish 
trust which many a good business man has lovingly shown in 
his earlier years stand out in powerful contrast to these “essen
tials.”

And so I might go on drawing a never ending series of such 
contrasts between the pure child life, which is “ not very far from 
the Kingdom,” and the selfish, conventional, egotistic life of the 
rqth Century. But before long the great question of simpler life, 
simpler ways, simpler tastes, and simpler thoughts, all of which 
mean greater purity for man, will spread itself o'er the land, and 
the men who have spent themselves in trying to shape human 
life towards these great ends will be written up in history as 
the benefactors of the race.

Few writers have so powerfully touched upon the subject of the 
threatened extermination of the child spirit as Marie Corelli. 
She says :—“ At the rate things are going, there will be soon no 
children left; they will all be tired little old men and women 
before they are in their teens. The very babes will be born 
old. Many of them are being brought up without any faith in 
God or religion ; the result will be an increase of vice and crime. 
The purblind philosophers miscalled wise men, who teach the 
children by the light of poor human reason only, and do away 
with faith in spiritual things, are bringing down upon the genera
tions to come an unlooked for and most terrific curse. Childhood, 
the happy, innocent, sweet, unthinking, almost angelic age, at 
which nature would have us believe in fairies and all the delicate 
aerial fancies of poets, who are, after all, the only true sages— 
childhood, I say, is being gradually stamped out under the cruel 
iron heel of the period—a period not of wisdom, health, or beauty, 
but one of drunken delirium, in which the world rushes feverishly 
along, its eyes fixed on one hard glittering stony-featured idol— 
Gold. Education! Is it education to teach the young that their 
chances of happiness depend on being richer than their neighbours? 
Yet that is what it all tends to. Get on!—be successful! Trample 
on others but push yoin self forward! Money!—let its chink be 
your music; let its yellow shine be fairer than the eyes of love 
or friendship. Accumulate and ever accumulate! live so, and 
then—die ! and then—what— ? ”

Christ saw this great danger centuries ago. He realized 
very clearly that in many cases the beautiful spirit which He 
was trying to cultivate amongst the people was being crushed 
by the spirit of those who were skilled in the letter of the Jaw; 
and He found it necessary to utter the solemn warning “ Except 
ye become as little children, ye cannot enter into the Kingdom.” 
Thus He has plainly told us that if we want the spirit, of which 
the Kingdom is made, within us, we must become children again.

It was this “ child spirit ” which was the mainspring and 
secret of His perfect life. For centuries this seems to have 
been forgotten, in fact Christ Himself has become hidden behind 
theologies and creeds. For centuries men have been sifting His 

sayings through the finest meshes of intellectual research, and 
the result has been that “ creeds have been invented, theories 
tabulated, and Christ forgotten.” “ The ecclesiastical Christ— 
the Christ of mediaeval art and superstition—the forensic Christ— 
the Christ of catechism and confession we should do well to forget,” 
but the Christ of Galilee, of Olivet, of Bethany—He who had 
not where to lay His head—this Christ we can never afford to 
forget or even lose sight of.

He who promised rest to those who “ labour and are heavy 
laden ” is to-day in deep sympathy with the weary wagetoiler 
—He who preached “deliverance to the captives” and the 
“opening of prison doors” to-day is upon the side of every 
honest worker who strives to help his fellow men—He who 
w’atched in the silent night the fruitless toil of those humble 
fishermen, watches to-day with serious interest the prison house 
of labour, where pale women and starving little children toil in 
the clutch of inhuman taskmasters—He who fed the hungry 
multitudes and broke the bread of compassion to the great 
shepherdless crowd, feels to-day the deepest interest in the in
articulate moans of the starved and dying of the submerged 
tenths of our great chies.

“ Earth may reserve her honours for the chosen few—giving 
the race to the swift and the battle to the strong;” but there 
are none so poor, so weak, or so distressed but that they may 
rise and become strong in the “child spirit” of Christ. Those 
whose hands are grimed by toil may have it—those w’hose brows 
are shaded by suffering may exercise it—those whose feet are 
blistered and bleeding with life’s hard journey may test its magic 
and its healing power, and in this power rise to the grandeur of 
a perfect faith in God.

BE SOMETHING.
JJe’ something in this living age,

And prove your right to be,
A light upon some darkened page,

A pilot on some sea.
Find out the place where you may stand, 

Beneath some burden low;
Take up the task with willing hand ;

Be something, somewhere, now!
Be something in this throbbing day

Of busy hands and feet,
A spring beside some dusky way,

A shadow from the heat.
Be found upon the workman's roll;

Go sow, go reap or plough;
Bend to some task with heart and soul;

Be something, somewhere, now !
Our Home.

THEN AND NOW.

Tp hough we never saw Jesus with our own eyes as He journeyed 
among men, and we never heard His words with our own 
ears as they fell from His own lips, yet His word was spoken 

for you and me, and for every son and daughter of Adam’s race. 
It has just the same meaning now that it had then. It 
was the word of God then, and it is the word of God now. It 
made known the will of God then, and it makes known the will 
of God now. It made known man’s duty then, and it makes 
known man’s duty now. It made known the way to heaven then, 
and it makes known the way to heaven now. So that the people 
living then had no advantage over the people living now; though 
they heard the word of God as it was spoken by His Son, yet 
that word was spoken for us just the same as it was for them. 
It is just as binding upon us as it was binding upon them. 
It brings the same joys and blessings and benefits to us as it 
did to them.—J. M. Walton.
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yfoiù the 73ib(e u)a<i 9/lade.^
By Rev. Henry Drummond.

The Bible came out of religion : not religion out of the Bible. 
The Bible is a product of religion, not a cause of it. The 
war literature of America, which culminated, I suppose, 

in the publication of President Grant’s life, came out of the 
war ; the war did not come out of the literature. And so in 
the distant past, there flowed among the nations of heathendom, 
a small, warm stream—like the Gulf Stream in the cold Atlantic 
— a small stream of religion : and now and then at intervals, 
men, carried along by this stream, uttered themselves in words. 
The historical books came out of facts ; the devotional books 
came out of experiences; the letters came out of circumstances; 
and the gospels came out of all three. That is where the 
Bible came from. It came out of religion ; religion did not 
come out of the Bible. You see the difference. The religion is 
not, then, in the writing alone ; but in those facts, experiences, 
circumstances, in the history and development of a people led 
and taught by God. And it is not the words that are inspired 
so much as the men.

These men were authors, they were not pens. Their individu
ality comes out on every page they wrote. They were different 
in mental and literary style; in insight; and even the same 
writer differs at different times. Thessalonians II., for example, 
is considerably beneath the level of Romans, and John III. is 
beneath the level of John I. A man is not always at his best. 
These writers did not know they were writing a Bible.

The Bible is not a book ; it is a library. It consists of 
sixty-six books. It is a great convenience, but in some respects 
a great misfortune, that these books have so long been bound 
together and given out as one book to the world, when they 
are not ; because that has led to endless mistakes in theology 
and in practical life.

These books, which make up this library, written at intervals 
of hundreds of years, were collected after the writers were dead 
—long after—by human hands. Where were the books? Take 
the New Testament. There were four lives of Christ. One was 
in Rome; one was in Southern Italy ; one was in Palestine ; 
one was in Asia Minor. There were twenty-one letters. Five 
were in Greece and Macedonia; five were in Asia; one in 
Rome. The rest were in the pockets of private individuals. 
Theophilus had Acts. They were collected undesignedly. For 
example, the letter to the Galatians was written to the Church 
in Galatia. Somebody would make a copy or two, and put it 
into the hands of the members of the different Churches, and 
they would find their way, not only to the Churches in Galatia, 
but after an interval to nearly all the Churches. In those days 
the Christians, scattered up and down the world, exchanged 
copies of these letters, very much as geologists up and down the 
world exchange specimens of minerals at the present time, or 
entomologists exchange specimens of butterflies. And after a 
long time a number of the books began to be pretty well 
known. In the third century the New Testament consisted of 
the following books : The four Gospels, Acts, thirteen letters of 
Paul, I. John, I. Peter ; and in addition, the epistles of Barnabas 
and Hermas This was not called the New Testament, but the 
Christian Library. Then these last books were discarded. They 
ceased to be regarded as upon the same level as the others. 
In the fourth century the canon was closed—that is to say, a 
list was made up of the books which were to be regarded as 
canonical. And long after that they were stitched together and 
made up into one book—hundreds of years after that. Who 
made up the complete list ? It was never formally drawn up. 
The bishops of the different Churches would draw up a list of 
each of the books they thought ought to be put into this New 
Testament. The Churches also would give their opinion. Some
times councils would meet and talk it over—discuss it. Scholars 
like Jerome would investigate the authenticity of the different 
documents, and there came to be a general consensus of the 
Churches on the matter. But no formal closing of the canon 
was ever attempted.

THE GOLDEN AGE.
All religions have their sacred books, just as the Christians 

have theirs. Why is it necessary to remind ourselves of that ? 
If you ask a man why he believes such and such a thing, he 
will tell you, “Because it is in the Bible.” If you ask him, 
“ How do you know that the Bible is true ? " he will probably 
reply, “ Because it says so.” Now let that man remember that 
the sacred books of all the other religions make the same 
claim ; and while it is quite enough among ourselves to talk 
about a thing being true because it is in the Bible, we come 
in contact with outsiders, and have to meet the scepticism of the 
day. We must go far deeper than that. That is why thorough 
Bible study is of such importance. We can get to the bottom 
of truth in itself, and be able to give a reason for the faith that 
is in us.—From “ Unity."

'Sraie digging..-,
By M. Edith Palmes.

p remember, as a child, wondering over a saying of my dear 
1, father’s that “ most people dig their graves with their teeth.” 

I turned it over and over in my 
mind, as an imaginative child 
does; and, for many a long day 
puzzled my little head as to how 
they would set about it, till one 
day I saw a dog gnawing at the 
roots of a tree in his zeal to 
make a short cut into a rabbit’s 
home. This I felt sure was what 
those poor “ grown-up folk ” 
would have to do.

As I grew up out of the 
literalism of childhood, 1 realized 
the vast truth of the assertion, 
and now, after nearly eleven 
years spent in hospitals as a 
Nurse, I am more firmly con 
vinced than ever, that we do eat 
our way into disease and suffering. 

Generations of grand and noble 
men in the medical profession 
have given their whole lives to 
study indigestion, and they only

pile up the agony by prescribing poisons to mitigate symptoms, 
while they are still in the dark about the disease and its cause. 
It is curious that they do not perceive some personal parable, 
when they hear read in Church or Chapel the sad results of 
eating a certain kind of fowl in a wilderness—how that many 
thousands died in the night, the cause of death I suppose being 
indigestion or some malady with which the birds were infected. 
This tragedy is being enacted over and over again in our midst. 
Flesh and fowl still continue to bring disaster and disease to their 
consumers, and hosts of men and women die, or lead hopeless 
and helpless lives, when they might be doing their part to dress 
and keep this beautiful world—which was, after all, the primary 
Ideal of Work for Man.

It has been my personal experience of life, that the more I do, 
and the less I eat, the better I am. Is it not terrible to consider 
how Life, which is so great, should be lost for a thing so low 
as eating and drinking? When the body is diseased, and depressed, 
and suffering, how can it be glad and rejoice in the goodness of 
the Lord ?

It is only when we learn to hurt no one, by word or 
deed, when all the Father's children (human and animal) are 
acknowledged to be our brothers on earth, that we can go forth 
with joy, and live our lives in gladness ; for then, and then 
only, do we love all creatures, great and small, and feel 
ourselves in harmony with “ all that hath life and breath, in 
the grand universal Hymn of Praise.
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¿intuition.-
By Clara Carter.

'Ifg^ew have as yet any conception of the power waiting to be 
evoked through the opening of the God-sense—Intuition. 
Inspiration and Illumination are as normal to the mind on 

the spiritual plane, as are the powers of observation, memory, and 
reflection to the sense plane, and equally within the reach of 
genera) experience. To be intuitive is to be capable of knowing 
without deduction. The difference between Tuition and /„tuition 
is that in the latter the teacher is the Infinite Spirit instructing the 
pupil by “the still small voice” in the understanding of Truth. 
It is the thought of God expressed in His child.

Intuition is the very breath of life—the eternal life God 
breathed into man when he became “ a living soul.” Then God 
talked with man not as we would walk and talk, but in his inner 
consciousness, so that man had only to look inward toward God 
manifest in his soul in order to think and do right. All the Light 
and all the Truth are there, within reach of the inward eye— 
within reach only, you understand, not within the grasp—but the 
interior vision has not yet lost the habit of disease.

These glimpses we get, these are the intuitions. Every one has 
glimpses. All is governed by spiritual law though we may not 
understand the process. One thing is certain, it may be cultivated. 
It differentiates itself from Instinct and Insight. Instinct is similar 
in kind to Intuition, but as much lower in quality as the capacity 
of the animal is lower than that of man. Imagine all our varied 
powers as keen in their perception of the needed demand as that 
of the individual power of each animal. Insight appears rather as a 
mental accomplishment; an ability of one intellect to see deeper or 
more quickly than another intellect into whatever is presented for 
consideration. The insight may be the result of an inherent quick
ness, or a special training. Some people, by a quick insight, see 
into a mathematical relation over which others plod hopelessly ; 
but it does not follow that the former has any clearer intuitions of 
Spiritual Truth.

It is simply a harmony of conditions that enables one to rise 
for the time into the spiritual world that lies around. We all, at 
times, rise above the merely conventional. Impulses are noble 
and transcend all shams. We say then, “ we feel like it.” Feel
ings are a very unreliable standard; words are untrustworthy. 
It is a psychological fact, too, that the moment one begins 
resolutely to act right he begins to feel right.

Intuition is the eye of understanding. Intuition heeded is 
obedience, and knowledge gained; or seeing with the eye of under
standing. How is this attained ? When we represent the Spirit 
in our thoughts, that is, when we think truth, we blend the intellect 
and reason with its source. We err, insomuch as our attitude 
towards the things of the Spirit is always with strain. Spiritual 
things we place so far away in our thought. We should have a 
complete reversal of this position in order to increase spiritual 
growth in ourselves, and those looking to us for help.

Really, so far as our intellectual knowledge is concerned, it may 
be said that while it is essential to us, and practical when combined 
with other kinds of knowledge, it is nevertheless wholly relative 
and superficial. It does not penetrate anywhere to the mystery 
of existence. Acknowledgment of the ever present Light as being 
all there is, is a sure way to remove the scales from our eyes. 
Renunciation of personality, too, brings spiritual vision.

Let us look to it first and only, that custom, pleasure, and 
authority are not blinders over our eyes, but live with the privilege 
of Omniscient and Omnipresent light. Open to the influx of the 
all-knowing Spirit. May we let that shining glory fill the temple 
of our thought until all things about us reflect its refulgent 
beams.—From “ The Christian Metaphysician,"

cftou) the Hharm 7dforked.-
By Dr. Alice B. Stockham.

V never was so 
were having

arms around me.

disappointed in my whole life 1 All the girls 
them, and to be the only one of my room 

not to have a new dress made me almost 
sick. Elizabeth reasoned with me. She had 
not had one for a year and really needed 
one. I half made up my mind not to go to 
the party, but as I was not there last year 
and had heard a great deal about these 
receptions, I very much wished to go. You 
know Mamma’s views about such things. 
There is no use asking more than once. So, 
of course, I had to do without.

I was miserable. The rules grew harder 
to understand. Even my pet studies with 
Miss Larned were wretched things. Nothing 
but a pink empire gown could raise me out 
of the depths of my gloom. I made every
one around me miserable too, and I really 
began to feel very ill. My head ached and 
buzzed. I was feverish and had sharp cut
ting pains all over me. I was sitting, the 
day before the party, in one of the gloomiest 
recitation rooms, looking out of the window, 
when dear Elizabeth came in and put her

She didn’t speak for a little time, but held me close to her. 
After awhile she said, “ Koradine, there is something I should 
like to ask you to do for me.” I said “ I will do anything for 
you, Elizabeth.”

“ Do not promise too quickly, dearie, for it will require an 
effort of will on your part.’

Then I felt frightened, for she looked very solemn and quiet, 
but I said “ Tell me what it is, Elizabeth.”

She said “You are miserable and unhappy. Nothing looks 
bright to you, and your weather is so cloudy that even our 
sunshine is quite shut off.”

My lips began to quiver, and tears filled my eyes. “ No, no,” 
she said, smiling, “ please do not rain now, but wait until you 
have done what I am going to ask you, and then, if you wish, 
the clouds may spill out in tears. I would like to have you try 
a charm for me.”

“A charm, Elizabeth I Are you superstitious.”
“ Yes,” she said. “ I have found out something, and I want 

you to know it, too, for it is a sure cure for a heavy heart. Now 
do not interrupt me. I wish you to go to our room alone, close 
and lock the door, sit down by our study table—which is cleared 
off—take our pencil, and begin tapping gently on the table, and say
ing, as you tap, ‘Joy! Joy! Joy!’ Keep tapping,and repeating the 
word. Fix your mind upon it. It will require a good deal of 
will power at first, but do it and think of nothing else. You 
can tell me all about it afterwards, if you wish."

I did as she asked me. She led me to our room. My heart 
and feet felt like lead, and I was almost angry at having promised ; 
I was crying, too, for it seemed very solemn. Elizabeth kissed 
me and left me. I locked the door and sat down. At first it 
was hard to fix my mind upon the word, but the tapping helped 
me. I do not know how long 1 sat there, for I seemed to lose 
myself.

The first thing I knew, I thought I heard some one laughing. 
I kept on and pretty soon I heard it again, and, Edith, would 
you believe it ? It was 1, myself, laughing ! I could not help it.

I jumped up, and my heart was just as light as a feather. 
I could not tell how it was, but I felt all made over. I ran out 
of the room and on to the lawn and saw Elizabeth, Estelle, and 
Miss Larned sitting under a tree, talking together. I in
among them laughing and crying at the same time. , iz- 
abeth, is this what you meant ? ” and we all cried toge er. / 
clearing up shower,” Elizabeth said. .

I went to the reception after all, and was the merriest girl 
there,
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THE GOLDEN AGE.
several times throughout the week to friendly notices or articles, 
we shall not need to say more in order to convince our readers 
that an important change in the attitude of the British Press 
has taken place which cannot but presage an immense impetus 
io the Food Reform Cause._____

3|here is no need for us to exist as mere eating, sleeping, and 
pleasure seeking creatures in this world any longer. God is 

waiting to clothe us with the attributes of His children, and to 
confer upon us the dignity which belongs to our birthright, as 
sons of God. It is for us, however, to remove the cobwebs from 
the windows of our souls, to unbar the doors which have been 
closed to heavenly visitants for so long, and to let the sunshine 
of Divine influence and life-giving power stream in upon our 
spirits and awaken us to higher life.

If you have never felt the touch of the Divine hand ; if your soul 
has never been awakened from the death of mere animalism ;

if you are not conscious of the throbbing sense of spiritual life, 
as a definite, tangible possession, it may be wise for you to seek 
without delay, the priceless gift which God is willing to bestow 
upon those who seek it with earnestness of purpose and sincerity 
of heart—Eternal Life. ___

It is a wonderful experience to meet another human soul whose 
eyes reveal that he has quenched his thirst with draughts of 
Living Water, that he has tasted of the Bread of Life, and that 

he has climbed to a table-land of experience, where the sun 
ever shines and the air is balmy with the perfume of spiritual 
aspiration and altruistic endeavour. When we greet such an 
one and exchange looks of recognition, which make communi
cation by speech unnecessary, we realise the truth of the words, 
“ Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, the things which God hath 
prepared for them that love Him.” But they are revealed to 
us even now by His Spirit. _____
She International Vegetarian Congress held in London during 

the past month eclipsed all previous gatherings of Food 
Reformers, and attracted the serious attention of the whole of 
the British Press. Immense publicity has thus been given to 
the claims of the Movement, and there can be little doubt that 
the public have been made to realise that the adoption of a 
rational, bloodless, and humane diet is no longer a subject to be 
sneered at, or to be laughed down by feeble and insane jokes 
concerning carrots and cabbages.

9?he dominant note of all the meetings was intense moral en
thusiasm and assurance of coming victory, which cannot 

but be re-echoed in the lives and work of the numerous delegates 
who had assembled from all parts of the United Kingdom, and 
from abroad. --------  
^||he Exhibition at the Memorial Hall was a distinct success, 

and the Banquet at the Crystal Palace, at which several 
hundred guests sat down to a most artistic repast, provide! by 
Messrs. Bertram and Co., could not fail to impress those 
who were present with the fact that the flowing tide is with us. 
The large -Theatre in the evening was well filled by an audience 
which listened attentively to the able speeches which were 
delivered from the platform, enlivened by music and song, and 
by animated photographs on the screen.

have received so many cuttings fiom the most influential 
newspapers throughout the country, reporting the speeches 

at the Congress Meetings and commenting upon them, that we 
cannot find space even to publish all their names, much less the 
matter they have printed, but if we remark that such journals 
as “ The Daily Chronicle ” devoted from half a column to a column

St well furnished house, a goodly balance at the bank, a wardrobe 
of purple and fine linen, and the opportunity to fare sump

tuously every day, cannot satisfy the cravings of an immortal 
soul. We have personally known several persons who possessed 
these good things, but who have informed us that they would 
gladly give them all, if they could be painlessly and instantaneously 
wiped out of existence. _ ____
$Ce should do well to remember that most of the men and women 

about us have inherited brains which are more or less 
deformed, and we should be cautious how we hold them responsible 
for eccentricities of behaviour which are the outcome of ancestral 
bequest. Those who can discern spirits, penetrate beneath the 
surface of behaviour, and grope about for aspirations and motives 
which reveal the true character.

J^e are glad to notify that Mr. Harold W. Whiston, of Overdale, 
Langley, Macclesfield, has been elected to the General 

Council of the Order, and appointed its first Provincial Counsellor. 
He will direct and have the oversight of the work of the Order 
throughout North Anglia, assisting by his encouragement and 
counsel young converts and new workers in the Northern Provinces, 
and also advising the Executive Council concerning the needs 
of the Movement.

We invite our Members in the North, as occasion may arise, 
to make themselves known to him, and we feel sure they will 
find in our first Provincial Leader a brave, fraternal and sincere 
spirit, and a true follower of Christ. Alas, that such are not 
more frequently met with in the pilgrimage of life!

IRe know not what we were before we entered these earthly 
tabernacles in which we dwell, neither do we know in what 

form we shall appear when we leave them, but there is reason 
to believe that our present is in a great measure the outcome of 
our past, and that our future will be in like manner the outcome 
of the present. _____ _
3?he Jubilee Anniversary of the Vegetarian Society in Manchester 

is to be celebrated on Monday, October i8th, at the Central 
Hall, Oldham St., the chair being occupied by Mrs. Besant, 
and the list of expected speakers including Professor Mayor, 
Messrs. A. F. Hills, D.L., H. W. Whiston, Edmund J. Baillie, 
Joseph Malins, R Coad, R. Semple, and Sidney H. Beard. 
We urge everj' Food Reformer to be present, and to bring 
along as many seekers after truth as possible, 
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$he Grecian tragedy seems well nigh over, and the curtain is 
about to fall upon the sorry performance of the European 

Concert. The Christian Nation is left despoiled and helpless at 
the feet of the Turk, the German bondholder has made provision 
to secure his pound of flesh, and the impotence of England has 
been openly manifested, whilst her honour has been woefully 
betrayed. A reckoning day will assuredly come—for both Nations 
and individuals reap as they have sown. May God grant that the 
innocent be not involved with the guilty 1

T\re again invite Members who have cabinet photographs to 
forward them to Headquarters, in order that they may be 

placed in the gallery in the Council Room. In the coming years, 
the record thus formed of the pioneers of the Movement, will 
be looked upon with interest, and will be treasured by those who 
come after us. _____
^fe also remind them that the Series of Leaflets published by 

The Order are calculated to influence human lives for good 
and to win fresh adherents to our ranks. They can be enclosed 
in letters or distributed by hand and they are published at less 
than the cost of printing, being supplied in assorted packets if 
desired. The Council hope that all members will keep a stock 
of ammunition in their homes, and thus be in readiness to 
grasp opportunities as they arise.

|jf we can only realise the latent possibilities which lie unde
veloped within us, we should pay less attention to worldly 

trifles and be less absorbed in the struggle for food and clothing. 
“ The Life is more than the raiment,” but we are so careful 
about the environment of the chrysalis that often the winged 
butterfly remains unfledged!

& dreadful suggestion was made recently by a popular Journalist 
who, after alluding to the well known aphorism “ I think ; 

therefore I am,” made the disquieting statement, “A great many 
people do not think ; therefore they ai’nt.” Here lies a problem 
for metaphysicians. _____
Jf we could but leave our bodies and look down upon this 

narrow stage, whereon we strut and play our parts in the 
drama of life, what a revelation it would be to some of us. 
Alas that we are so dazzled by the glare of the footlights or 
the sight of the crowd, and that our horizon is so limited!

^Christianity is not a matter of mere head knowledge, as some 
persons think. Many of the most orthodox persons in this 

land have no conception whatever of the true Christian life, and 
as little experience of the spirit of Christ; whilst there are others 
who are looked upon as being outside the pale of Christianity 
altogether, and yet who are essentially the followers and the 
friends of Jesus. _____  
^e spend ourselves too freely on men and things around us, 
'**'  and our hidden or interior life suffers in consequence. Let 
us conserve our forces and pay more attention to the world that 
is within us and less to that which is without!

“ Qur fiiends in Heaven” is a subject worth thinking about.
By this term we do not only mean blood-relations, al

though the conception of many persons concerning those whom 
they expect to meet in “ Mansions in the skies” is thus limited. 
It might be well for some of us to ask ourselves whether we 
shall find any friends there at all, or if, as a result of having led 
lives of selfishness and egoism, we shall find ourselves, like Great 
Britain at the present moment, in a state of isolation. To be 
friendless upon earth is bad enough, but to be friendless in the 
Shadow Land will be even worse, and will preclude the possibility 
of the enjoyment of Heaven altogether,

^•he excavations of the mound at Nippur, in Egypt, have brought 
to light a sacrificial altar, with all the appurtenances of the 

same. Lying upon it were the ashes of a burnt offering which 
has been buried from human sight ever since a period dating 
back to at least many centuries, and possibly to many thousands 
of years, before the birth of Abraham. This discovery suggests the 
idea that Hebrew Sacrifices were possibly relics of ancestral 
barbarism and that the statement in Jgremiah vii, z2—to the 
effect that God gave no commandment concerning burnt offerings 
and sacrifices to the Israelites—is simply the plain truth about 
the matter. _____
Jf religious teachers would only try the effect upon their minds 

of a diet of fruit and cereals, in place of flesh and blood, 
they would be astonished at the difference it would make in the 
amount of spiritual illumination which is vouchsafed to them. 
We invite all such who may read these words, to make the experiment 
for three months, and then to send us their testimony.

0ne of the hygienic luxuries which is now beginning to become 
popular amongst advanced seekers after perfect health is 

the Sun Hath." In many establishments in Germany, a properly 
screened lounging place is made on the house roof, where one 
can recline at ease in bathing costume and enjoy the vivifying 
influences of the sunshine. Where this is not possible, it is 
taken in one’s room before a large open window through which 
the rays and the air have free access. The effect is exhilarating 
and highly beneficial in most cases.

J)r Philip Peabody, of Boston, one of the most experienced author
ities on the subject of vivisection, estimates that one million 

animals are tortured to death every year in Europe and America 
—a large proportion of these succumbing to protracted agony, 
inflicted by human tormentors, which can only be adequately- 
described as feitdish. When will the conscience of Christendom 
be aroused concerning these atrocities which cry to God for 
vengeance ? _____
JJ^hen one becomes fully acquainted with the details of the 
~ atrocities which are being perpetrated throughout Christen

dom upon the lower animals—with the legal sanction of civilized 
States— and reflects upon the apathy of the so-called religious 
world concerning the matter, one can only come to the conclusion 
that church and chapel-going folks are in complete ignorance of 
what is being done for their supposed benefit, or else that popular 
religion consists, to a large extent, of self delusion.

IN EARNEST.
finder me not, for I was slow in starting ;
i‘ Hinder me not, for I was dull to see;

Hinder me not, my heart was torn in partmg
From that which now is still all dear to thee !

Hinder me not—the way is long before me—
O friends, but send me forth with earnest speech, 

Fool am I, rash—yet, if clear-visioned o’er thee
Came that which I saw, ah, then to each

Would come the sharp, clear call to faithful serving, 
Then thou could’st not delay, nor stand, but go,

Ready to learn, as I, and not deserving
Joy in the service, but to lighten woe.

Hinder me not! For oh, my own heart’s failing 
Keepeth me back in this low place of mine,

Oft in the dust my banner I am trailing, 
Hindrance I am myself—no need of thine.

Hinder me not! Far up the heights before me
Christ hath sin conquered, is, by suffering, strong.

He calleth, “ Come I ” O friend, believe me, o’er thee 
Is held life’s crown. Come now, nor tarry long!

Grace Andrews.
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’The international ^onDention

^Whe Meeting of The Order at St. Martin’s Town Hall, London, 
can hardly be described in mere words, for the spirit 

1 manifested and the impressions received, were such as 
need to be experienced in order to be realised. The friends 
began to assemble at five o’clock (an hour before the time 
appointed), and it was difficult for the hall-keeper to empty the 
building at n p.m. The tone of all the speeches was that of holy 
aspiration and enthusiasm, and there can be no doubt that most 
of those who were present realized, if never before, the immense 
possibilities which lie before the Movement, and the great influence 
which it may ultimately exert upon the ideas and the future of the 
world. We are, however, but in our infancy yet, and it is to be 
hoped that each meeting will eclipse the previous one, both in 
power, in interest and in helpfulness.

The Hall was tastefully decorated with plants and flowers 
and there was an air of homeliness, as well as of fraternity and 
good-will apparent. The various Councillors wore the black and 
gold hoods and stoles which are used at Official gatherings, and 
the proceedings commenced with the singing of a spiritual song, 
written for the occasion by Mr. Henry Brice.

After the Divine blessing had been invoked by the Rev. James 
Clark, of Salford,

The Provost (Afr. Sidney H. Beard), 
spoke upon the progress and prospects of The Order, stating that 
since the last meeting in February, the list of Members and also of 
Subscribers to “ The Herald ” had been nearly doubled, and that a 
great deal of influence had been exerted upon Christian Ministers, 
Doctors, Leaders of thought and Journalists throughout the world. 
A large number of British ana Foreign Journals had either 
reprinted articles or extracts from “ The Herald,” manifested their 
sympathy w'ith the work of The Order, or were on the exchange 
list for each issue. Amongst others the following were mentioned 
as an evidence of the wide-spread

The Daily Telegraph
The Manchester Guardian
The Scotsman
The Westminster Gazette 
The Christian World
Woman's Signal, Chicago
The Christian Leader, Cincinnati
The World s Advanced Thought, Oregon 
Universal Truth, Chicago
The Christian Metaphysician, Chicago 
The Harbinger, Lahore
The Indian Social Reformer, Madras 
The Indian Messenger, Calcutta 
Rays of Light, Colombo
The Abiding Truth, Peabody, U.S.A. 
Unity, Kansas City
The Temple, Denver
Food, Home and Garden, Philadelphia
The Chicago Vegetarian
The Echo
The Grantown Chronicle
The Penrhyn Gazette
St. Michael’s Parish Chronicle.
Health Culture. New York 
Journal of Hygiene, New York

•• A considerable number of 

uence of the Movement: 
United Temperance Gazette 
The Christian Pictorial 
The Illustrated Missionary News 
The Abstainer's Advocate 
Light of the East, Calcutta 
The Esoteric, California 
West Indian Home Builder, Barbadoes 
The Mystical World 
The Humanitarian 
Brotherhood 
Child Life, New York 
The Pacific Theosophist, San Francisco 
The New Order 
Theosophical News, Boston 
Ourselves. London 
The Messenger of Hygiene, Basle 
Boston Ideas 
The Altruist, St. Louis 
The New Man, Kansas. U.S.A. 
The New Time, Chicago 
The Zoophilist 
The Harvest Field, Mysore 
Our Dumb Animals, Boston 
Cosme, Paraguay 
Humanity, &c., &c. 
embers who had hitherto been

content to be merely adherents were now becoming workers, and 
were giving evidence of that fact by sending for supplies of litera
ture to disseminate in their various localities. Many kindred 
sn-.rit'. various parts of the world had corresponded with Head

quarters, and the number of Countries in which Members had 
been enrolled had increased to nineteen. A fighting force of 
earnest and aggressive men and women was being raised up. who 
could not fail to diffuse the light of practical truth far and wide. 
Some Members abroad had offered to translate publications of 
The Order into their languages, and in all directions there was 
evidence of life, vigour and enthusiasm. A very large number of 
protests against Vivisection had been received, and a strong band 
of ardent workers thus formed to fight this terrible evil by circu
lating literature and by exerting personal influence.

After alluding to the general mission of The Order—the procla
mation of the Kingdom of God upon this Earth, as an attainable 
Ideal—the Provost spoke of the special work upon which it 
was concentrating at present so much of its energy, namely; 
The awakening of Christendom to the fact, that carnivorous cus
toms and the horrors which they involve are not only unnecessary 
and dangerous, but also a violation of God's physical and moral laws, 
which produced disastrous results to human souls and bodies.

“ From every quarter letters are pouring in which afford con
clusive evidence that the consciences of earnest men and women 
in every land are being deeply stirred and aroused upon this 
question. Each new convert becomes a source of influence, and 
a great wave of humane sentiment is thus being gathered up 
throughout the Christian world, which will ere long sweep over 
the Western Nations and carry with it much of the butchery, 
cruelty, suffering and sin which is at present such a disgrace to 
Christian civilization. We have a great opportunity of rendering 
effective service to God and man which angels might covet, for 
we are striking at the great stumbling block which has stood in the 
way of the world’s progress towards higher things and has 
hindered the advance of God’s kingdom of Love and Righteous
ness ; and also at that which has deluged the world with car
nality, bloodshed and disease.

“ To accomplish this great work, we need Leaders—men and 
women who possess administrative, literary or platform ability— 
and every Member should seek to bring to the notice of such, the 
claims and possibilities of our Movement; for the greater the 
intellectual power of those thus approached, the more likely they 
will be to realise that we have found a lever which will enable 
us to lift the Human Race from the mire of mere animalism into 
which it has fallen. We also need consecrated and self-sacrificing 
workers to use their influence and speak fearless words, in season 
and out of season, and to circulate our literature far and wide 
amongst sincere persons.

“ We should expend our energy as workers, wisely—seeking out 
the ethically fittest and those who are in the habit of obeying their 
convictions, regardless of personal inconvenience or discomfort. 
Society might be divided into two classes, the sincere and the 
insincere—or those who live in accordance with righteous principle, 
and those whose chief object is to take good care of ‘Number 
One’ and to pander to the tastes of that supremely interesting 
individual. We should, for the present, address ourselves to the 
former class, instead of wasting words upon those who neither 
wish to know the truth nor to obey it.

“ We need funds, and as the work of The Order is carried on 
in the most economical way possible—all the services of Members, 
whether literary or otherwise, being rendered gratuitously, and the 
offices, both at Headquarters, at Exeter, and at Langley, being set 
apart for the work without cost—we need have no hesitation in 
enlisting the financial help of patriotic, humanitarian and religious 
persons. At the end of this year, the accounts forecast a deficit 
of about Three hundred pounds, but the Executive Council hope 
that Members will respond to this emergency and enable them to 
commence the New Year free of debt. A special subscription list 
will be opened for this purpose.

“To grasp our great opportunities fully, we need a greater 
measure of consecration, and of the self-sacrificing, cross-bearing 
spirit which marks the true follower of Christ; there must also be 
self-eduration, for this is a necessity and its value cannot be over
estimated—as mind is influenced by mind. Each Member should 
qualify himself to answer in a logical and convincing manner every 
objection which can be made to the ideas we advocate. We must 
have more self-culture, more seeking after God and Truth—that 
form of culture which makes the face to shine, which widens the 
horizon, which sweeps away narrow-mindedness, and which enables 
the spirit to triumph over the body.
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“ We must also seek those spiritual gifts which will enable 
us to be successful in our work. The power of exercising moral 
suasion, so that we may change the lives and destinies of the men 
and women about us; the courage which comes from a conviction 
of the righteousness of our Cause, and which will enable us to 
challenge boldly the erroneous ideas and customs of the world 
around us; and also a deeper inspiration of the spirit and 
mind of Christ, so that we may be possessed by the altruistic 
passion which will bear us triumphantly through fire and water in 
order to attain the end we have in view. We also need 
illumination of mind, and spiritual or intuitional vision which will 
enable us to apprehend eternal verities. The Spirit of Truth is 
working to-day, as in the past, and God who is no respecter of 
persons, will give us Heavenly wisdom which will enable us to 
turn many to Righteousness.

“ These gifts will make us powerful, so that, like the instru
ment recently invented by Marconi — which can produce waves 
in the ether that are capable of producing visible and tangible 
effects—so we may be enabled to sway men’s minds, to move their 
consciences, and to influence the future of the Race by pyschic 
force. Let us have faith, for we are w’orking with God; we 
have His mighty power to back our feeble etforts, and we also 
have the co-operation of the spirits of ‘just men made perfect’ 
—those ministering souls whose privilege it is to further the 
accomplishment of God’s purposes under happier conditions than 
we ourselves experience.

“ Let us realise the World's need ; let us think of the appal
ling volume of disease, cruelty, blood-thirstiness, selfishness, 
suffering and carnality, which everywhere abounds. Let us open 
our eyes to the vision of the future, and think of the Golden 
Age which we may help to bring about by' disinterested and 
devoted labour! Let us also remember that the night is at 
hand, when our opportunities for service whilst in these earthly 
tabernacles will have passed away for ever, and realizing these 
facts let us one and all place ourselves unreservedly at God’s 
disposal to help on the great work of uplifting humanity—for 
thus may we follow in the footsteps of Christ.”

Mrs. Frances L. Boult
Then delivered an earnest address concerning our debt to 

the devoted men and women who had been pioneers of the Food 
Reform Movement in the past, and the necessity which existed 
that all should take some part in the beneficent work in which 
The Order was engaged in the present.

“ There are many who, through a sense of weakness or 
timidity have hitherto held back, thinking that as they are only 
able to do a little it does not matter whether they do anything 
at all. I urge such to remember, that all of us can exert some 
influence, that great events have been brought about by very 
humble workers, and that through consecration and faith even 
the weakest may become strong.

"I realize every day more clearly the great opportunity which 
now exists for women to play an important part in influencing 
the world’s future. In the home, that kingdom where woman 
should be queen, there is a great mission to fulfil—to make it 
a centre from which holy influences are radiated to the out
side world. Women can help men to rise to higher and better 
things, or they can hinder them in such effoits to a terrible extent.

“ The training of children too, in accordance with the 
principles of true benevolence and unselfishness is of paramount 
importance, and I cannot too highly recommend such labour as 
a result of my own experience as a worker amongst the children, 
to the many women who are seeking to become ministering 
spirits in some form outside the home circle. Since I took upon 
myself this yoke of service in connection with The Order, my 
aspirations and hopes have been enlarged, and every week I 
experience more of the joy which comes to those who seek to 
further the Cause of Love and Righteousness. Let me invite 
you one and all, to rise to your privileges and opportunities and 
to determine to follow the idea expressed in the motto which 
my band of children workers have chosen — ‘ What I can do, by 
God's help I will do.' ”

Rev. James Clark {Salford, Manchester).
“ 1 feel myself at home here amongst friends who are of a 

mind with myself with regard to the principles of Vegetarianism, 
and as I have borne the cross for some forty-five years, I can 
scarcely tell you the joy I experience in hearing addresses like 

those to which we have just listened, and in seeing a company like 
this assembled before me manifesting such signs of vitality in con
nection with our Cause. I remember when the days were dark and 
friends were few, when we did not even know people who had so 
much money to give for philanthropic purposes as are now associated 
with the Cause. We went into villages and towns discussing 
and talking about this question, not looking forward to such bright 
things as those we are anticipating to-night, and not being cheered 
by the feeling of any great success coming to us within reasonable 
time, but still feeling that God had laid this w'ork upon us and 
that we must hold to it and bear our testimony, believing we 
were doing God’s Will, and leaving all the rest to Him

“ If we weigh ourselves against our work, we shall feel our
selves to be very light and ‘found wanting.’ But then we have 
God with us and He rectifies the balance. He makes it right for 
us, and we believe will in due time bring all men to be of the 
same mind as ourselves with regard to this question. But on 
the way, whilst striving, we do from time to time feel the need of 
some word of encouragement. Our Lord said about His own 
religion, that He came not to send peace but the sword, and some
times our friends find that they have come into contact with this 
truth in the form of a sharp-edged sword which wounds and cuts 
us. If it were so with regard to His message, we may expect it 
will be so with our part of it, and that in our trials and difficulties 
we are but sharing the common lot of His followers.

“ Now we may go a little beyond that, and say it is a Law 
divinely appointed for those who would propagate great principles 
that they may be perfected by suffering. We may not complain 
or rebel, but accept it; humbling ourselves before God, that if it be 
His way of bringing about His Will, then we must certainly do it 
and co-operate in bringing about the desired end. I have much 
occasion to be thankful to God for my own lot, having so little of 
the cross in it, and thereby leaving me a little more at liberty to 
help those who have. I was blessed from the beginning with a 
partner who, having been always a vegetarian from childhood, 
needed no support from me in that direction, but could ever give 
support. Happy position for a man to be in, who may have taken 
up this or any similar practice, but I have seen some who have 
suffered very keenly—both wives and husbands—because of the 
difference it has established between those who should be at one. 
Now this I may say, as the result of my long experience—I have 
great hopes of husbands and wives coming into unity, if only they 
are faithful and patient. I have no hope of unity coming where the 
spirit of violence prevails on the one side or the other, for that is 
not the way of reconciliation. Speaking as W'e are among our
selves, is it presumption in me, to say—I beg our friends, male and 
female, to hold this ever in remembrance, that they win by love.

“The prospects at present, as far as we can judge, are bright 
indeed compared with what 1 have known—so much has been 
achieved, that those who had no hope may begin to find it, and 
those who had but little hope and were weak in faith, may feel 
themselves re established by the prospect that is before us. I am 
not a member of The Order of the Golden Age in form, I hope I 
am in spirit, and although I am attached to the old lines upon 
which I have been accustomed to work, I very gladly bear hearty 
testimony to the ability and worth and magnificent spirit in which 
the Movement and its Journal, ‘ The Herald of the Golden Age,’ 
is conducted And 1 feel that it has been a refreshment to me to 
be here to-night and hear the Prophets of this Order deliver 
themselves on this question. I had an idea from the Editor’s 
writings what kind of man he was, and I felt I would like to know 
him, to express my gratification at the splendid work he has done 
and the great services he has rendered to the whole Vegetarian- 
Cause. As one of the old pioneers of this Cause, I tender him my 
grateful thanks for having begun and carried on this work so well. 
The few days’ opportunity of enjoying Mr. Pengelly’s society, I 
had recently in Exeter, were refreshment for body, soul and spirit. 
During my visit I learned this—that there are men working in this 
Order of the Golden Age, who work with zeal scarcely paralleled, 
and with hearts so thoroughly in the work that one cannot but 
think that their labour will be greatly blessed and prospered by 
Him who gives all good.”

Mr. Arnold F. Hills, D.L.
(President of the Vegetarian Federal Union).

“ I quite hoped I might have had the pleasure of listening for 
once to the voices of others, but I don’t like to refuse this kind 
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invitation, for I have come up intentionally to-night that 1 might 
show my own personal appreciation of the work of The Order of the 
Golden Age. Just now 1 happen to be very busy with a rather 
heavy piece of work, and since leaving the Congress I have been 
occupied in that work, and was only able to get away at nine 
o’clock, and was a little tempted to slip away home, but I do feel 
so strongly the. value of the work done by The Order, I thought 
I would at least make the sacrifice of my own convenience to shew 
my appreciation.

“ ‘ The Herald ’ has given me a great deal of pleasant food for 
reflection. I read it regularly from the first page to the last, and 
I can honestly say, having had considerable experience herein, 
I have never met a more wholesome, a more delightfully con
ducted journal. I have never found any matter, either implied 
or expressed, which has given pain to myself or any other indi
vidual ; and I think that very high praise.

“ I hope that The Order may go on and prosper. The members 
have a field of work special to themselves, and one which they 
are peculiarly competent to fill. They are reaching the religious 
world and stirring it, I believe, very deeply. They are touching chords 
which are responsive all over the world in those human hearts which 
are reaching out after some more excellent way. I am very glad 
to admit that both Mr. Beard and his Officers and followers have 
been very clear to express from the beginning that their idea was 
not to interfere or detract from the work other Societies were doing, 
but to co-operate as far as possible with the various agencies 
already in existence, and help them forward in their work.

“ I think it is a happy augury for The Order that it should 
be able to gather together this evening so many friends when we 
are assembled in Congress from all parts of the world. The 
workers of The Order do not confine themselves to the ordinary 
Vegetarian teaching, but enlarge its scope, and in this way they 
have a work to do in which we, the Vegetarian Federal Union, 
recognize them as valuable and close allies, and with the best 
of all good wishes bid them God speed !"

Rev. A. M. Mitchell, M.A. (Vicar of Burton Wood, Lancashire').
“I believe that the meeting was to close at nine o'clock; if 

that be so, I shall not seek to detain you long by asking you to 
listen to any words I can speak, because I am but a baby. 
Practically I am a baby in long clothes—a long-clothed baby of five 
months if you please, and who therefore comes before you with no 
other language than that of a cry. But perhaps we may justify 
our appearance upon our legs to-night by saying that although we 
are so recently converted to vegetarian principles, yet we have 
been identified for many years with almost every social movement 
which tends to the well being of the people.

“ A great many people have for a long time felt that our 
existing Temperance and Social Reform Organizations are not 
doing all the work we had a right to hope for. We have been 
looking for a long time for something better—something that would 
go more to the root of our Social sores and be likely to cut them 
away altogether. One day there came by post a copy of ‘ The 
Herald of the Golden Age.’ When I opened it and saw the first 
article, 1 said—‘the very thing for which I have been looking,’ and 
at once put myself in communication with the office at Exeter, and 
as a result you have to-night—a baby five months old. 1 hope, 
though only a baby, I will not be a useless member, but will be 
able to do something—if it is nothing else than cry very loudly.

“ It seems to me, The Order commands our attention because of 
the broadness of its platform. It gathers together all schools of 
humanitarian thought, and on its platform unites the highest Ideals 
with the most practical Methods. We are told that the ‘ Father 
of Lies ’ made theology. I for my part will not go so far as to say 
that, but I do think that the Father of Lies perhaps had a good 
deal to do with theology, at any rate with some kinds of theology; 
and 1 would be very sorry now if The Order for one moment 
opened its door to theology. I think that what we want is to 
draw out and direct the religious aspirations of the people, and 
if we do that, then we shall unite together very soon all sorts and 
conditions of religious workers; but once open our door to theology 
and we shall very soon be in danger of shipwreck. Now there is 
another reason why I like this Order of the Golden Age, it speaks 
about Good-will. That is a beautiful word—Good-will; that word 
came not from earth but from Heaven, and if we can only get 
good-will into human life as an active and energising principle, then I 
say that the Kingdom of God will soon come—for good-will would 

then be shown to our fellows and God knows that there is need of 
it, if we look out upon the state of England to-day.

“ I am not a member of the Peace Society, but for many years 
have sympathized most deeply with the work and take every 
opportunity of writing about it and of preaching about it, and we 
want this great principle of good-will brought to bear upon the 
Nations of to-day. It is a sad thing that our country, a great 
country which claims to be the leader of Nations, should be so 
intent upon military aggression and self-interest.

“ There is good-will of another sort, advocated by The Order— 
that to be shown to the animal creation. Animals have claims 
upon us; they are our fellow creatures, and yet we regard them as 
our chattels and goods. Now they have part not only in God’s 
creation but in God’s redemption. If that is true, then we cannot 
tell what may be in the future before them through development. 
We ourselves, surely have not attained to our present state at a 
single bound as it were. Men are the result of development and 
how can we tell what is the animal's part in God’s creation

“ There are, I should say, three classes of persons which The 
Order of the Golden Age should set itself decidedly to enlist. First 
the children. When my own children saw that I was putting 
meat away from my own diet, they followed my example, and now 
they won’t touch the meat. That shows the great force and power 
of example in the Christian home. I believe in little children. 
I quite echo and re-echo everything that Mrs. Boult has said, and 
I do think that to a very great extent the future of The Order lies 
with the children of the present day. And then we must go to the 
women—perhaps the women are of more moment even than the 
children, because to the woman is committed the care of the little 
child from the beginning of its life. If I was speaking to-night to 
a gathering of working women, I would tell them the truth on this 
Food Reform Question pretty straight. I)o you know there is a 
gentleman here who says he would wish to be a sledge hammer. 
I wish every * parson ’ and every layman could be a 1 battering ram ' 
in the Cause of Truth. I think we should very soon get through 
our work—very soon overcome all our difficulties, and we should 
have the Golden Age here before you can say ‘Jack Robinson.’ 
Now with women lies to a great extent the success of the Vege
tarian Movement. It is all very well to blow up a man—a hungry 
man, for eating meat, but supposing that hungry man comes home 
and there is planted down before him a chop—a fat chop—swim
ming in fat, and his wife says she would get nothing else for him. 
This is a woman's question, and I for my part want to drive it home 
to-night, and I want our womenkind to go away from this meeting 
firmly resolved that they will do their very utmost in their homes 
to help their husbands, and help their sons and brothers to be true 
to the humane principle which condemns the use of flesh-meat.

“There is another reason why women should be deeply interested 
in this work. I saw in the last issue of ‘The Herald of the Golden 
Age,’ Mr. Whiston draws attention to the working women in Dept
ford Market, who have to clean the offal, and he asked—are there not 
10,000 women ready to march in procession to Westminster and de
mand that this should be done away with for ever ? I for my part, 
if I would not be in the way, would take the greatest possible delight 
in being at the head or somewhere near the head of that procession.

“ And lastly, you must, I think, try to catch the great fish whom 
you call ‘the parson.’ He is not an easy fish to catch, but when 
he is caught, perhaps he is worth the having. I do think clergymen 
can exercise an immense amount of influence. I don’t want them 
to go and be ‘faddists' as it were in their parish; anything but that. 
But I think as they go about they can do a great work in helping 
women and men to see that the humane diet is really after all 
a diet which every Christian man and Christian woman ought to follow. 
He has the opportunity of speaking from the pulpit. I am afraid 
we clergymen of the Church of England are afraid to touch upon 
social and other topics in our pulpits. I am afraid, speaking of 
ourselves as a body, that the clergy are too much disposed to 
think about being popular with the masses. If I were a Bishop 
(which I never will be), I would try to get every young man who 
came forward for ordination to promise that he would espouse the 
unpopular Cause. If you find yourself with the unpopular Cause, you 
are almost certain to be on the side of truth. Truth is never 
popular—never has been, and 1 doubt whether it ever will be 
until the Golden Age has come. For the sake of those who are 
suffering, as well as those who will be called upon to suffer, I say 
God grant that the Golden Age may come sooner than we expect."
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The Provost then introduced the next speaker as a Member 
who had rapidly won his way to the front of the “ fighting line ” 
as a newly-elected Member of the General Council, and the first 
Provincial Leader appointed to direct the work of The Order.

Mr. Harold W. Whiston (Langley, Macclesfield}, 
Provincial Counsellor for Xorlli Anglia.

“ My heart is so full to-night that I find it difficult to express 
all I feel. Like my friend Mr. Mitchell, I have been but 
recently born into this Movement, for it was only at the com
mencement of this year that I had placed in my hands a copy 
of a pamphlet—written by our Provost and called ‘ Is flesh
eating by Christians morally defensible ? ’—whilst I was seeking 
restoration to health in the South of England.

“Friends! I am only a young man, but the position I occupy 
has given me the opportunity for travelling amongst men of all 
colours, climates and tongues. I have seen Nature’s grandest land
scapes in various parts of the world. From the summits of the 
Rocky Mountains in the Far West I have looked upon the sun 
glistening upon fields of untrodden snow and glaciers of ice ; I 
have seen the wealth of colour of the Western Prairies and have 
watched the sunset on the Southern Sea from the top of Table 
Mountain, in South Africa; from the highest glaciers of Europe 
I have looked upon a glittering scene of splendour, and have 
travelled alone in the Land of the Midnight Sun. But these visions 
were eclipsed by the one that dawned upon me as I read that 
pamphlet and saw all that it possibly foreshadowed for me and 
for the future of mankind. Within a few hours I communicated 
with the Author and sought an interview, and the result is—I 
have taken up a new life-work, to which I mean to devote what I 
can of my time and strength and money. The prospect of a 
Parliamentary career has been abandoned, the possibility of 
personal loss and suffering has been faced and accepted, and I am 
already fully engaged in active service under the banner of The 
Order of the Golden Age. The ideal expressed in its motto—“ Thy 
AVill be done on Earth ’’ has become the ruling principle of my life.

“ In the neighbourhood in which we live, we have already formed 
a small band, consisting of some nineteen souls, who, like my wife 
and I, have embraced the light upon this question. We meet once 
a month for the purpose of mutual encouragement, and by our 
testimony, sympathy, and united prayer, we seek to strengthen 
each other, so that we may play a worthy part in this struggle 
to promote right thinking, right living, and practical religion. A 
great deal of interest is being aroused throughout the district in 
which I live, not only amongst the laity, but amongst the Christian 
Ministry. I entertain Wesleyan Ministers and students regularly 
at my home, and a movement is being set on foot in the Training 
Colleges which may lead to most important results. This fact is 
made plain in a letter which I received from Didsbury College 
yesterday from a ministerial friend, who tells me that he is bringing 
the subject to the notice of his colleagues, and that earnest enquiry 
and investigation is becoming manifest.

“ We are taking up the work of our meetings in the spirit 
of prayer, and we shall have to depend on the influence of that 
spirit in the work of The Order. Hygienic reasons, economic 
reasons are most useful factors, but depend upon it, if we are 
going to convince men and women and to raise up consecrated 
workers who will fight this matter out, they will have to be 
convinced from the standpoint of Right and Wrong.

I remember once standing in a slave market in Kentucky, talking 
to an old negro who pointed out the block upon which he had 
been sold. With tears running down his face, the old man said 
“ My wife and I and my only daughter, a beautiful girl, were sold 
on that block : my wife to one man, my daughter to another, 
and I was sold to another, and 1 have never seen them since. 
While that sale was going on. there was a young man watching 
it with his friend, and after the sale had taken place, turning to 
his friend, he said “ Let’s get out of this; if ever I get a chance 
to strike at this thing, by God’s help I will hit hard ! ” That man 
was Abraham Lincoln. He was only a boy eighteen years of age, 
but the time did come and he did strike hard. And just as those 
men struck hard, so also must we at the wholesale massacre of the 
animal creation, and the horrors of the traffic in their flesh. If 
these things be wrong, they must go—no matter what the cost 
may be 1

“ You may rely upon me to stand by you all in this fight, for 
every day I experience a fuller realization of God's call to this 

practical form of Christian service, and I also see more clearly the 
great issues which are involved in the work, both now and in the 
future.”

Owing to the lateness of the hour it was impossible for many 
speakers who were expected to address the Meeting to be called 
upon,and after a short speech from Mr. J. I.Pengelly (the Registrar), 
which was curtailed for the same reason—but which expressed 
his sense of gratification that the spirit of unity and of conse
crated enthusiasm was becoming every day more apparent through
out the Food Reform ranks, thus foreshadowing coming victories 
which would entirely eclipse all that has been accomplished in the 
past—the Meeting was reluctantly brought to a conclusion. For a 
long time, however, many friends lingered, exchanging fraternal 
greetings and filling their pockets with ammunition—in the shape 
of pamphlets and leaflets, published by The Order.

THE CHOIR INVISIBLE.

0 may I join the choir invisible
Of those immortal dead, who live again

In minds made better by their presence: live
In pulses stirred to generosity,
In deeds of daring rectitude, in scorn 
For miserable aims that end with self,
In thoughts sublime that pierce the night like stars, 
And with their mild persistence urge men’s search 
To vaster issues. . . . May I reach
That purest heaven, be to other souls 
The cup of strength in some great agony, 
Enkindle generous ardour, feed pure love, 
Beget the smiles that have no cruelty— 
Be the sweet presence of a good diffused, 
And in diffusion ever more intense.
So shall I join the choir invisible, 
Whose music is the gladness of the world.—

heathen deyotion.
¿.'Tj'.’s ' was on niy way ^onle t0 Delhi, I saw a strange and 
aa moving spectacle. In the distance there came in sight 

what seemed a prostrate body in the middle of the road. 
On coming nearer I found it was the form of a woman, slowly 
crawling along and measuring her length on the road as she went. 
I drew up as I came up to her, and began to question her. She 
told me she was a Brahmin woman, the wife of a man who 
was about one hundred yards behind her on the road. She had 
journeyed in this way from a far distant village in the N.W.P., 
and was on the way to Jarvala-Mukhi (fire-mouth) a celebrated 
place of pilgrimage in the Kangra district, at the foot of the 
Himalayas. Altogether her pilgrimage could not be less than 
500 miles, and that at a rate, she told me, of about two miles 
a day ! 1 had often heard of this method of performing a pil
grimage, but it was the first time I had ever witnessed the sight 
(such mode being very rare in these parts) one could not fail 
to be very much affected by it. Poor thing, her arms and legs, 
which were quite bare, were worn hard and leathery by the 
constant rubbing along the roads. I asked her why she was 
undergoing all this pain and toil. She replied again and again, 
“Uska, darshan ” (“to see Him.”) To gain salvation by doing 
so? “No, only to see Him.” Oh! the pity and pathos of it! 
What a wealth of devotion displayed, and so largely (though 
who would dare to say entirely) thrown away ! All she would 
be able to see with her outward eyes when she reached her 
destination would be the flame of the ignited gas, which super
stition makes people believe to be the divine exhalation of the 
god Agni (fire). If only, one felt, all that faith and devotion 
could but be directed into its right and natural channel! One 
could breathe a prayer that some day it might find the object of 
its aspiration, and the poor misguided creature be enabled indeed 
to see Him whom her soul did indeed long for. I don t think 
anything I ever witnessed in the country moved me so much. 
The loneliness of the spot, the bare, dull, monotonous road along 
which the couple were toiling, and that simple, earnest, reiterated 
cry, “ to see Him.”—Rev. S. S. Allnutt.
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^Ùomedtic information.^ The Ivy Leaf Children’s Society.
By Fanny F. Pearson.

TWhe recent Exhibition held at the Memorial Hall, Farringdon St., 
^ItS1 in connection with the International Vegetarian Congress, 

brought to light many new food pro
ducts, which cannot but prove helpful 
to all Food Reformers and to those 
who are commencing a rational and 
bloodless diet. We therefore think 
it advisable to introduce a few of 
these novelties to our readers who 
were unable to be present and to see 
the good things for themselves.

The London Food Company, 
amongst other specialities, intro- 
troduced Wheatmeal Flakes, under 
the name of “ Granola ; ” Granose 
Biscuits, made from the same; 
Gluten Biscuits (made without starch 
—for Diabetics) ; Oatmeal Biscuits of 

a fine quality and flavour; Caramel-Cereal (a preparation of roasted 
wheat which is a very palatable substitute for coffee); Bromose Tab
lets, a malted preparation of nuts packed in small tablets like 
Nougat, for convenience in travelling, and, most important of all, 
Nuttose, the new substitute for beef. This latter, when it is stewed 
for two or three hours and the gravy is thickened and flavoured with 
fried onions, &c., and tomato sauce, forms a dish which will be a 
boon in every Food Reformer’s household and cannot be too 
widely known and recommended. If we remark that the Editor 
buys this (by the half-cwt.) for use in his own household, we 
shall not need to say more in praise of it.

Messrs. Bilson & Co., of 88, Gray's Inn Road, exhibited such 
unheard of varieties of nuts, that we can only refer our readers 
to their price list for particulars. They also showed fig-cakes, 
fruit of all kinds, and the new malted cereal food invented by 
Mr. MacDonald, and known by the name of ‘ Natural Ration.’

Several substitutes for butter were visible, the latest novelty 
in this direction being Albene, which claims to be an absolutely 
tasteless cokernut butter. A most valuable substitute for cod liver 
oil was exhibited by * Fullers,' the well-known American sweet
meat providers, and, strange to say, it was in the form of a 
neatly wrapped caramel, of pleasant taste.

Indian preserves and condiments of all kinds were to be seen ; 
a large collection of choice grains, seeds and medicinal herbs in 
glass specimen jars (lent by Mr. Josiah Oldfield) ; hospital and 
medical appliances of an up-to-date nature, from Oriolet;and also 
practical demonstrations of hygienic cookery and the possibilities 
of reformed diet, in the form of well served luncheons, dinners and 
teas, provided by the Ideal Restaurant Co.

The Women’s Vegetarian Union--who have opened a new 
dépôt at 96, Crawford Street, Baker Street, for the sale of Food 
Reform Specialities of all kinds—had a stall displaying the various 
commodities they keep in stock, and revealing the fact that they 
aim at supplying everything—from nut mills to cookery books and 
reformed domestic servants.

In other parts of the Hall, there were leather boots—made 
without leather ; bread and cakes—free from yeast; soaps made 
from palm oil; port wine (unfermented) made from cherries; 
bags and other articles made of imitation Morocco and Russian 
leather, sandals for the unconventional pedestrian, gloves made of 
a vegetable fibre like silk, and novelties of all kinds which we 
have not space to mention. In fact, the impression created upon 
the minds of visitors to the Exhibition was fairly expressed by one 
of the London daily Journals, when a leader-writer said, “ We 
no longer wonder how Vegetarians managed to get a change of 
food, but how they succeeded in mak ng a choice from such a 
bewildering variety of the kindly fruits of the earth.”

The possibilities of Science and Nature which were suggested 
by this unique show, were so measureless that we looked round 
with enquiring eyes to see if anyone had discovered a cure for 
worry and care, or a method for securing perpetual equanimity 
of mind amidst life’s daily annoyances.

»Ik Wt was a delightful meeting, which it was 
/Mt M nry privilege to attend at the residence of 

Mrs. Boult, the President, on September 
17th. The room was prettily decorated with 

ivy, and each member wore an ivy spray. Several 
CmK beautiful varieties of ivy growing in flower pots were 
Vr brought by the members for a competition which was 

g to take place. Not only was it a Band of Hope, but a
Band of Love, for everyone seemed anxious to make 

the visitors happy.
Our hearts were drawn out to those dear children, with their 

beautiful faces beaming with eagerness to serve others and to 
manifest benevolence in daily life. They are gathered from all 
parts of London, and promise to abstain from the use of animal 
food, as well as alcohol, being taught to love the animals as their 
fellow-creatures. They repeated two of their beautiful mottoes, 
viz : —

I ;un only one, but I atn one. I can’t do everything, but 1 r<i„ do 
something. And what I can do, with God’s help I tc/77 do.’’

“ 1 will not kill nor hurt any living creature needlessly, nor destroy any 
beautiful thing ; but will strive to comfort and protect all gentle 
life upon the earth."

A song, commencing with the words:—
“ It’s coming ! it’s coming !

The day for which we prayed,”
was sung very heartily, as if all realized the coming of the Golden 
Day; and we then listened with interest to recitations, action 
songs, a pianoforte duet, and a violin solo, which were very nicely 
rendered by these little “ workers.” Mrs. Boult gave us an 
account of the Society, saying the children have not many rules,- 
but manage affairs in their own way, choosing their own secretaries 
and treasurers, and keeping the books themselves. They chose 
their title of Ivy Leaves in preference to others, because everyone 
can wear ivy, it is an evergreen, and is very clinging and widely 
spreading, suggesting many thoughts to them.

These earnest young humanitarians support the Ivy Leaf Cot 
at the Oriolet Hospital, by money of their own and that collected 
from friends. If anyone would like to help, though not enrolled 
as an Ivy Leaf, such co-operation will be welcomed.

Many of the children are life vegetarians, and they all look- 
very healthy, and are full of vitality and brightness. “ Five 
Reasons why I am a Vegetarian ” has been the subject of a 
competition lately, and the answers we saw were very good. 
Various friends spoke encouraging words to the Ivy Leaves, 
and they listened very attentively.

It made us glad to think of the little ones being trained in the 
principles of love and humanity. Many of us were stimulated 
to try to do similar work among the children in our own centres, 
and memories of that happy evening with the Ivy Leaves and 
their dear “ mother-branch," will long remain with us!

LIST OF SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTIONS-

Ï-H'he following amounts have been received or promised towards 
|Jll| meeting the deficit of /300 which is foreshadowed in the 

I accounts of The Order at the end of the year and which was 
announced at The Convention. This sum is needed to enable the 
Executive Council to com mence next year’s operations free from 
financial anxiety.

(The need lor this effort has not, until our present issue, been made known to all the Members 
and Friends, therefore, the following are only frclhnbtary which will doubtless
be multiplied by those who have the interest of the Movement at heart. The full lists of
<1/7 subnetifitions to the work of The Order throughout the vear, will be published with the
Annual Statement of Accounts in January next 1.

£ s. d. £ s. J.
Sidnev H. Beard ... 100 0 (» F. C. Perreau .............. 0 IO C
“An Active Member" ... 50 0 0 G. Knowlson 0 5 O
Mrs. Laurence Pike 5 0 0 S. V. Webb .............. 0 5 O
Mrs. Frances L. Boult 4 0 0 Lady Gwendolen Herbert 0 5 O
W. Skitter 2 0 0 Mrs. H. Hogg 0 5 0
W. H. Webb 2 0 0 Miss E. A. Hopkins 0 2 6
C. F. Carpenter ... t 1 c G. \V. Reading ... 0 2 6
J. O. Quinton 0 10 0 Rev. E. E. Kelly 0 2 6
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ANNOUNCEMENTS.
next issue will contain the following 

articles, if space permits:—
The Religious Aspect of Food Reform Work, 

by The Editor. 
The Way of Truth, by George H. Poake. 
Queries for Thoughtful Christians, 

by G. Vallance.
Dreamers, by “ A.”
" Peter.” by Grace Andrews.

|Çhe paper on “ The Religious Aspect of
Food Reform Work,” read by The 

Editor, at the International Vegetarian 
Congress, is “crowded out" with several 
others from this issue, in consequence of 
the necessity of fully reporting the recent 
Convention of The Order.

OFFICIAL
PUBLICATIONS

-------:o

To be obtained upon application to—

‘•The Registrar,”
15, St. James' Road, EXETER, England.

The Herald tf the Solden Ago.
One Penny.

One Shilling & Sixpence per Annum.
POST FREE.

May also be had from any Newsagent, 
or Kailway Bookstall.

American Subscribers can forward 50 cents, (for the 
Annual Subscription) to the Vegetarian Society, 
310, Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Ths World's Advanced Thought.

Published at
PORTLAND, OREGON, U.S.A.

Edited by L. A. MALLORY.

The Title of this Journal describes its nature.

It contains advanced ideas and useful infor
mation, which are calculated to further the 
progress of mankind towards the millennium of 
Peace and Righteousness. Seekers after truth 
will find much that is suggestive and helpful in 
its pages. Its tone reveals sincere altruism, com
bined with fearless and original freedom of 
thought. _____

Price 3/- per annum. Post Free.

FOOD, HOME and GARDEN,
A Monthly Publication.

■J^rs. Frances L. Boult will be pleased to 
receive at her home, 12, Hilldrop 

Crescent, Camden Rd., London, N., on 
Friday afternoon or evening, anj'one 
wishing to talk over the question of Food 
Reform, or needing advice in any difficulty 
arising out of the practical part of the 
subject or its adoption. Those who seek 
information through the post should 
enclose a stamped envelope for reply.

JJome of the issues of “ The Herald ” for 
this year are already sold out. As we 

have only reserved a very limited number 
of copies for binding and publication in 
volume form at the end of 1897, we are 
booking orders in advance. A considerable 
number are already bespoken. The price will 
be Three Shillings post free (as in 1896).

WJAc Executive Council requests all Members of The 
Order, to unite in devoting the first evening of 

each month to silent thought and earnest prayer 
concerning the Coming of God's Kingdom of Love 
.and Righteousness upon the Earth. A world-wide 
union of faithful hearts in holy aspiration and in 
special petition for Divine aid, in connection with 
She work and the individual lives of Members, will 
thus be established. This will prove helpful to each 
and all. and be followed by still greater evidences 
of God s Messing upon the Movement. These "hours 
in the silence" may become times of very real 
Spiritual Communion.

JUST PUBLISHED.

The Testimony of Science Against Vivisection.
By SIDNEY H. BEARD.

Price One Penny.
1/- per dos., 3 - per 50, 5/- per 100, Post Free.

To be obtained from the offices ot
The Order of the Golden Age, Exeter, England.

Useful Literature which can be supplied by 
The Order of the Golden Age, upon appli
cation to “The Registrar.”

Thc Fat of the Land. Dr. Ellen G. Smith. .. 
Animal**  Kights. H. S. Salt, B.A.
The Case Against Butcher's Meat. C. \V. Forward 
A Plea fiir Vegeta r anisin. H. S. Salt, B.A. .. 
The Perfect Way in Diet. Dr. A. Kingsford .. 
Novel Vegetarian Dishes. Mary Pope..

A Htgh-CUM Cookery Book 

Mary Jane’s Experiences. Mrs. C. L. H. X\ allace 
Practical Vegetarian Re.ipes. C. W. Forward .. 
The Evils of Butchery. Josiah Oldfield, M.A... 
Against Killing Customs. W. S. Godfrey 
Best Sixpenny Cookery. Josiah Okifiel.t. M.A... 
A Plea for a Broken J jw. Rev H. J. William».. 
Best Way to Begin. Josiah Oldfield M.A 
How to Begin. R. E < »’Callaghan

txl
1.

6d
7d 
(Ml

2d
2(1

PAMPHLETS.
Price One Penny. Post Free.

No. i -Is Flesh Eating by Christians Morally 
~ “ Fifth Edition. Twentieth Thousand,

Sidney H. Beard.
Revolution in Diet. Fourth

Sidney H. Beard. 
the Failure of Christian

Defensible?

No. 2 The Coming
Edition.

No. 5

No j—A Cause of 
Missions in the East. Second Edition.

Rev. W. D. Etherington, M A.
No. 4 -I, Flesh Eating a Violation of Apostolic 

Teaching ? Second Edition.
Rev. J. H. N. Nevill, M.A.

The Testimony of Bc'enoe Against Flesh 
Eating. Third Edition.

R. E. O'Cali.aghan.
No 6 The Relation of Christians to the Animal 

World. Second Edition.
Rev. H. J. Williams.

No. 7.- Facts Concerning Right Living.
Dr. Josef Drzf.weicki.

No. 8.-The Testimony of Science against Vivi
section.

Sidney H. Beard.

can be obtained in quantities for 
cost price, at the folloving rates, 
dot. ; 3,- per 60 ; 5. - per 100;

These Pamphlets 
distribution at 
viz.: 1/. per 
and 50/- per 1,000. Post Free.

The American Edition (Revised) of Pamphlet Io. 1, 
entitled “ la Flesh Eating Morally Defensible t " 
can be obtained in the States from

Miss Eddy, 4, Bell Street, Providence, R.I.
Prioe 8 Cents.

LEAFLETS
Price One Shilling per hundred.

POST FREE.

Is it Only a Dream ?
Cause and Effect.
The Empire of Ideas.
The Comini Race. Second Edition........................
Sowing and Reaping. .....................
Strange but Earnest Questions...............
Substitutes for Animal Food .....................
The Imitation of the Divine.

Josiah Oldfield, M.A.
A Race of Somnambulists.

J. Howard Moore. 
The Feast of Bacchus. Second Edition

Astley Walton.
Stepping Stones to Practice.

Frances L. Boult.
The Voice of Scripture in Favour of a

Bloodless Diet. rkv j o Ouseley.

Sidnev I!. Heard.

It contains valuable, scientific and experimental information, 
recipes, etc., illustrating how to live on the products of the 
earth and air, and without killing animals, birds or fishes.

It is useful for all families that desire to live well and be 
well. Valuable to housekeepers, cooks, cooking schools, and 
all temperance reformers and especially to those who aic 
devoted to the development of the higher nature.

it opens up a new, pleasant and profitable employment for 
women, without degradation, canvassing or drudgery. Stud 
for sample copy mentioning this paper.

VEGETARIAN SOCIETY OF AMERICA, 310, Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA

Price 3 - per Annum. Post Free.
Tii be obtained through The Order of the Golden Age, Exeter. 

to whom Subscription» may be sent.

THE TEMPLE
A Monthly, devoted to the Higher Humane Culture.

Edited by Paul Tyner.
This Magazine aims to present, with clearness and concen

tration, each month, one lecture, story or vssav, dealing from 
an original point of view with some one particular phase of the 
new spiritual and scientific thought which is re-making tin- 
world.

Bodily Immortality, 8plritaaI-Belf-Oonsoioaantu, 
and the Rosy Cross.

arc among the- subjects of the first three numbers. The August 
number contains a peculiar suggestive elucidation of the sub
ject of Psychic Sensitiveness, under the title :

The Sixth Sense, & How to Develop it,
BY PAUL TYNER.

The Magazine is convenient in size, printed in large, clear 
type, and on handsome paper, and bound in artistic covers.

Single Copies, 6d. Annual Subscription, 5s. 
Se nt post paid on receipt of price.

Thc Tempii Publishing Co., 33 & 34. Masonic Temple, Oenveb, Colo

U.S.A.

- THE ESOTERIC -
Is DEVOTED TO TEACHING METHODS FOR SELF- 

Culture and Development.
by calling attention to natural forces active within 
every human being, and giving primary and simple 
methods for guiding and controlling them.

It contains the most elaborate testimonials from 
adherents ever published.

Subscription Price, 1 Dollar SO Cents.
Sample Copy free. Address—

ESOTERIC PUBLISHING Co., 
Applegate, Placer Co., California.

THE VEGETARIAN.
New Issue, in Coloured Cover, 
With New and Striking Features.

ARTICLES on Hygiene, Humanity, and Subjects making 
for the Progress and Advancement of the Race will appear.

Weekly Cookery Column with Advice and Answer» t<» 
Corresponden ts.

AN UP-TO-DATE NEWSPAPER, which should b*  
taken by al! Food, Temperance. and Social Reformen.

Weekly. ONE PENNY.
Three Months, ls.Sd. Six Months, 3s. 3d.

Twelve Mouth», Bs. 6d.

ZTbe publtebfiifl YUnioti, limitée,
19, Memorial Hall, Farringdon St., London. E.C.
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COSENZA'S

SPECIALITIES for VEGETARIANS.

Macaroni and Pastine.
“Pure Sernola.” The very best made.

Diagram for shape, and recipe how to 
cook in various Italian Fashions, on 
application.

Prepared Tomato Sauce.
Sauce Napolitaine.

The above Sauces are REA DY FOR USE, and 
only require warming.

Tins, 8d. and 1/2; Bottles, 1/2.

These Sauces are specially prepared for dressing 
MACARONI A LA NAPOLITAINE.

Lacrlma Crlstl Vinegar,
Absolutely pure Wine Vinegar.

Per bottle, 1/6.

The Tuscany Sauce,
A great relish.

Per bottle, 1/- and 1/10,

Maggi’s Soups.
34 Varieties.—See special advertise

ment, front page.

Petits Pois a la Française
These are the Finest Peas, prepared 

with butter, and forming an excellent dish. 
They only require warming before serving.

Pint Tin ... 2/-.

Spanish Pimentos
An excellent relish. Pjr Tin ... T-

Finest Luccl Oil
Guaranteed absolutely pure Olive Oil.

Pint Bottles, lid., Quart Bottle, 1/7.
Extra Sublime—

Pint Bottles, 1/4, Quart Bottle, 2/6.

COSENZA & Co.,
98, Wigmore Street, Cavendish 8quare,

London, W.

CLEYEDON

Hydropathic Establishment
Comfortable Winter Residence for 

Patients and Visitors, standing in its own grounds, 
high and dry, sheltered from the North and East 
Winds, thoroughly warmed and ventilated, climate 
mild and equable with much Winter sunshine.

Particularly recommended for Insomnia, 
Dyspepsia, Gout, Rheumatism and Pulmonary 
Affections. -------- -

RECOMMENDED TO VEGETARIANS special 
attention is niven to Hygienic Diet.

TURKISH, RUSSIAN, and OTHER BATHS.
Secretary, Hydro, Clevedon. Somerset.

Bournemouth.
Louohtonhurst. West Cliff Gardens.

A HOME FOR VEGETARIANS
Seeking rest or change

Either a*  Hoarders, or In Private Apartment*,  
(’.»mforftble winter home, beautifully situated.

Moderate Terms
Mas. HUME <<"C Hutteman».

“CHRISTIAN MARTYRDOM IN RUSSIA."

By Vladimir Tchertkoff'.
A thrilling account of Modern Persecution with 

chapters by Leo Tolstoi.
One Shilling. The Jirotlurliocxl Publishing Co., London.

KAREZZA. ’
By Dr. Alice B. Stockham.

A book which deals in a fearless manner with 
the delicate subject of marriage relationship.

One Dollar. Stockham & Co.. 277, Maddison St., Chicago.

“ PRACTICAL VEGETARIAN COOKERY.”

/?v the Countess Wacht moi a er d Kate fl. Davis.
A well printed collection of recipes and a work 

which advocates Food Reform from the 
Theosophical standpoint.

Price Three Shillings.
Theosophical Publishing Co,, 26, Charing Cross, London.

“THE influence of food on character.”
Ry Albert Broadbent.

A well written treatise, dealing with the important subject 
which forms its title. It will prove a useful pamphlet 
in the hands of all Food Reformers.

One Penny.
The Vegetarian Society, 9, Peter Street Manchester.

“ THE fat of the land and how to 
LIVE ON it.”

By Dr. Ellen Goodell Smith.

The best all round guide to a Reformed, Rational and Humane 
Diet yet published.

Price Six Shilling«, post free.
Now tu bv «»blamed in England troni the Orno. (»> THE (1RUER O) THE 

GoijM S Aio. Exelcr. England

The LONDON FOOD GO.,
'4SI, HOLLOWAY ROAD, N.

NUTTOSE.
A perfect substitute for Meat, but much more nutritious.
A pure product -of Nuts, thoroughly sterilized, partially 

predigested, and easily as^inllated.
It ha*  a savoury taste and combines well w.th vegetables^ 

or can be prepared In a variety of ways. Recipes 
furnished.

The contents of one l$lb. tin are equal In nutritive value 
to 2£lbs. of Beef or 31b«. of Salmon.

NUTTOSE not only satlsUea the craving for meat*  
but supplies the same kind of nutriment, and in a form 
which is digestible, and wholly free from the unwholesome 
properties of flesh food. Nuctose contains exactly the same 
proportion of protelds. or nitrogenous matter, as beefsteak 
of the best quality, and, in addition thirty per eent. of fat 
and a rich supply of th© nerve and bone*btiilding  salts.

Nuttose has the advantage over meats, and most other 
foods, in that it is very quickly digested, agrees with almost 
any stomach, can be made an exclusive article of diet if 
necessary, and contains all the ekineuts required for coin-
píete nutrition.

In sealed tins, Jib. ... 0 10
In sealed tins, lib. ... 1 3
In sealed tins, ijlb. ... 1 8

GRANOSE.
A new food prepared from wheat and presented in the 

form of thin, translucent, thoroughly cooked, slightly 
browned flakes, which for delicate crispness and appe
tizing flavour are unequalled by any other cereal food.

Gbanose is a twice-cooked food, ready for immediate use.. 
It Is thoroughly sterilized, and its use clears the stomach 
of germs.

Gbanosk, freely used, cures Constipation, Biliousness 
Sick-head ache and Indigestion.

A whole food, containing all the elements required for 
Nutrition, excellent for Tet thing Babies, for Old Person«,, 
for Invalids, for Sedentary People - for everybody, both 
sick and well.

In package, containing about lib. 7jd.
Can also be had in Biscuit form, same price.

CARAMEL CEREAL
Is a Ceicai substitute for Tea mid Coffee. It is prepared 
from wheat by a process which develops from the grain 
an aroma and flavour closely resembling those of genuine 
Mocha or Rio.

Caramel Ckkbal doesnot, like Tea and Coffee, prevent 
digestion of starch and albumen, or produce headache,, 
nervousness and sleeplessness.

It is fragrant and aromatic, delicately flavoured and 
satisfying. Easily prepared. Directions with every package.

Each package contains sufficient for lOil cups.
Price 9J

GRANOLA
Is a thoroughly co*  krd and parilall.t digerttfijftiear 
prepared from the choicest grains, so combined as to con- 
ktliuie a perfect food, containing all the element*  of 
Nutrition In due proportion. It 1» presented in a finely granu
lar form, ready for immediate use. Full directions g’ ven.

One pound affords three times as much nourish merit as- 
the b*»t  beef-teak.

In 11b. package, 6d.
Send for Price List of our Food Specialities.

POSTAGE EXTRA.

THE “HERALD OF THE GOLDEN AGE”
Office—15, St. James’ Road, Exeter, England.

Xs published on the 10th of each month, and may be ordered of any Newsagent, or at any Railway Bookstall, or It can be obtained 
* direct from The “Manager’* for 1/6 per annum, to whom all advertisements should be sent.

A specimen copy will be sent on receipt of a penny Stamp, and twelve copies for One Shilling.
Communications for the EDITOR, should be addressed to The Beacon, Ilfracombe, England. Suitable Articles, Poems, and News, will always be welcome.
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